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Abstract. With the rapid development of the IT technology, users increasingly rely on data. While 
cloud storage and other online service platform make user's privacy data protection become an 
important issue. In this paper, we have designed an encryption and decryption system for user's 
privacy data files, it can be used to encrypt and decrypt the privacy data. The system uses the DES 
algorithm to provide certain security to the data files, and supports a variety of data types and file 
types with good operability.  

Introduction 

Cloud storage is similar to cloud computing. It is derived and extended from the concept of cloud 
computing. It refers to a system that through cluster application grid technology and distributed file 
systems and other functions, to make a large variety of different types of storage devices through 
the application software work synergistically, and provides data storage and business access 
externally [1] [2]. Cloud storage usually means that source data or backup data will be placed in the 
storage pool that users can not determine outside, rather than placed in local data center or 
dedicated remote site. 

In fact, when using cloud storage service, internal privacy data in the cloud has a certain risk. 
Before migrating data to the cloud, whether it is public cloud or private cloud, the fundamental 
problem must be solved, that is data security issues. Users concern about that once privacy data is 
uploaded to the cloud, they can not have direct control over the remotely stored data [3].And 
security of privacy data depends on the service of cloud storage provider, but cloud storage provider 
can not manage these privacy data in the cloud comprehensively and effectively, and lots of 
unreliable factors can bring some security management issues [4].Nevertheless, the encryption of 
privacy data is the basic method to protect data. Before uploading privacy data to the cloud, it has 
been encrypted in the local, even if attackers stole the encrypted data, they would not know the real 
content of the data. Therefore, it ensures the security of privacy data in the cloud storage. When 
users need privacy data, the data can be obtained from the cloud and decrypted in the local as well. 

Functional Requirements Analysis 

At present, most of cloud platform providers have a series of powerful cloud storage services, 
For example, Hadoop provides cloud storage solutions, and Amazon cloud platform provides files 
and data storage service(Simple Storage Service, Amazon S3)etc [5], but they can not provide the 
data encryption service. Data in cloud is not directly controlled by users. Therefore, the problem of 
data security is becoming more and more prominent. From the user's point of view, it is necessary to 
solve the security problem fundamentally before using the cloud storage service. In this paper, we 
have designed an encryption and decryption system for data security in cloud. Privacy data is 
encrypted on the local computer before uploading to the cloud, stored in cloud server with 
encryption form, then obtained from the cloud server, and decrypted in the local. This approach can 
greatly improve the security of data in cloud.As shown in Figure 1. 
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Fig.1. System function diagram 

Data Encryption and Decryption Process 

According to the requirements, the program flow diagram can be designed. Users first enter a 
password parameter and keep it. The key is generated from the password parameter. Then users 
select the data file that need to be encrypted. According to the DES algorithm and the generated 
key , the system encrypts the data file. When users need the encrypted data, select corresponding 
ciphertext file and simultaneously enter the reserved password parameter, the system will perform 
the appropriate decryption operation. As shown in Figure 2.   

 
Fig.2. Data encryption and decryption program flow diagram 

System Main Function Modules 

The system mainly includes three modules: the client module, the key generating module, the 
encryption/decryption module. As shown in Figure 3. 

 
Fig.3. System main function module 
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The Client Module 

The main function of this module is responsible for acquiring file data and storing 
encrypted/decrypted file data. Through the interface provided by the client, users access the file and 
read it in the local, then call the system's API to pass the file data to the encryption/decryption 
module. 

Data Encryption/Decryption Module 

Data encryption/decryption module is the core module of the system. It mainly encrypts and 
decrypts the file data passed from the client. Then the processed data are stored in the local. As 
shown in Figure 4. 

 
Fig.4. Data encryption/decryption module 

Putting the file obtained from the client module into the buffer, and requesting a key to the key 
generating module. Then the key will be passed to the function of encryption/decryption module to 
process the file. Finally, the processed file is returned to the client. At the same time, the system 
provides batch encryption service. Users can pack the file data to the specified folder when they 
need to encrypt large quantities of data, just get the folder path, all files in the folder will be 
encrypted immediately, which saves much more time for users.  

The Key Generating Module 

The encryption key is produced by this module. In order to improve safety, each password has a 
different key format. To ensure that the key generation is random, the following steps are required: 

(1)Get KeyGenerator for encryption algorithm. 
(2)Use random source to initialise the KeyGenerator. 
(3)Call generateKey method. 
As shown in Figure 5. In order to generate a digital sequence at a random point key, users 

provide a key parameter as a random input source. At the same time, users need to keep the random 
input source as the password for decryption operation. 

 
Fig.5. Key generating module 
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Conclusion 

The system uses Java programming language, with good interactivity. The correctness of the 
algorithm is tested under Windows environment.  

When testing, the application is deployed to IBM Bluemix cloud platforms, which is the latest 
cloud offerings from IBM.When using, users enter a password parameter key and keep it. If 
processing a single file, through clicking on “Source File/Encrypted File”, users select the location 
of the file. After determining clicking "encrypt/decrypt to", then select the path of the encrypted/ 
decrypted file to store. Finally the processes are completed successfully. As shown in Figure 6. 

 
Fig.6. Single file encrypt/decrypt 

When users need to handle large quantities of data files, the data files can be placed in a folder to 
be processed, which can save much more time to complete encryption/decryption simultaneously 
for all files in the folder.  

Summary 

Cloud storage and cloud security technology is filled with challenges during the development 
and breakthrough period, many problems in cloud storage and cloud security required to be solved,  
such as data encryption, data isolation, access rights, security authentication etc, which are all the 
core issues that users care about. In this paper, we only studied the encryption/decryption, and many 
limitations still exist, such as the DES algorithm's key length is too short, which reduces the 
security of the data, the key can also use encryption algorithm to guarantee data security, and other 
privacy data encryption and decryption algorithms, which we consider are our future work. 
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